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ALTERNATIVES DEBATED

THE FUTURE OF TEXTBOOKS
Textbook prices have climbed at twice the rate of inflation, and they can cost
students more than $1,000 per year. A variety of possible alternatives are being
explored, from textbook rentals to “open access” publishing online. Congress
is considering legislation that would offer grants to faculty whose textbooks

are published over the internet with less restrictive copyright protection. When
the bill’s sponsor asked the American Federation of Teachers for input, the AFT
contacted PSC President Barbara Bowen, who invited PSC members to express
their views. The result was a spirited debate.
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Data from the past decade
show that progress toward
a more diverse faculty and
staff has been uneven – and
in some cases CUNY has
moved backwards.
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Mayor Bloomberg’s recent
campaign promise to dedicate an additional $50 million
to CUNY community colleges
has drawn interest – and
skepticism.
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Honduras’s democratic government was deposed by a
military coup in June. Since
then, Honduran teachers have
helped lead a non-violent
resistance movement. Page 4

There are many possible
variations in what you may
see on your paystub. In this
issue, we crack the code
behind notations used at
community colleges. Page 8
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We need to win the fight
for health care reform

● I urge all of us to join – individually and as a union – to do whatever we can to get Congress to enact
health care reform this year.
Our union has taken a strong position for a maximum program. The
current House bill falls far short of
a single-payer system, but it does
include key provisions – a public
option, universal coverage, lower
costs and progressive financing
that don’t rely on taxing workers’
current benefits – that are worth
fighting for. Organized labor continues to be integral to this fight.
However, the opposition is extremely well-funded, ferocious
and deceitful. It has confused and
frightened many people. Our benefits are already described as too
costly for taxpayers to support. If
we wind up as an island in a sea
of uninsured, it will be harder to
defend the benefits we currently
have and easier for the opposition
to turn working people against one
another. A defeat in this arena will
also embolden the opposition to
defeat the Employee Free Choice
Act and to go after Medicare and
Social Security.
An all-out push for effective
health care reform now should
be taken up at every opportunity,
including the Labor Day March/
Parade. The stakes are high. Our
efforts must be equal to the task.
John Hyland
LaGuardia (emeritus)

Parental leave
● Our son, Samuel James, was born
last Monday, August 3, at 11:03 am at
Lutheran Medical Center in Brooklyn. Samuel is absolutely beautiful
and very healthy. His big sister Jessica has been so excited and is desperate to help in any way. She runs
around calling after Baby Samuel,
as she calls him, or just “our baby.”
The whole experience has just been
wonderful so far.
My family is looking forward
to the start of my parental leave. I
can’t wait to be able to be home and
spend that time with my family and
help my wife to adjust. I cannot tell
you what the efforts of PSC members, to win this great benefit and
see it implemented, have meant to
us all. Thanks also to PSC staff,
especially Moriah Berger, for their
attention and support as I made arrangements for my leave.

Correction
The caption for the photograph “New
PSC Executive Council takes office” on
page 2 of our Summer issue identified
George Brandon and Jonathan Buchsbaum as senior college officers. They
are in fact university-wide officers.

I want to point out what an amazing thing this is and what a great
job the PSC is doing. These kinds
of benefits will attract even more
qualified individuals and make
them take a chance on working at
CUNY. I know unions often get bad
press, but I am just not buying it.
The contract, the benefits, this parental leave are all amazing gains,
and they are greatly appreciated.
Mario D’Alessandro
College of Staten Island

Candidate comment – 1
● At a time when so many Democrats in the City Council seem to
lack the courage to challenge Emperor Mike, it’s good to see a vigorous social activist like Ydanis
Rodriguez make a serious bid for a
Council seat.
Since his days as a student activist at CCNY in the 1990s, Ydanis
has fought valiantly against each
tuition increase at CUNY. He also
spent countless hours running a
tutorial program for neighborhood
youth who wanted to develop the
academic skills they needed to enter and succeed at the University.
Recently, Ydanis is among those
in the City College community who
support the restoration of black
studies and other ethnic studies
programs to full departmental status at CCNY. Ydanis never shrinks
from a battle he believes in. He
has the PSC endorsement and the
potential to be a trendsetter in the
City Council.
Bill Crain
City College

Candidate comment – 2
● As a resident of Council District 1,
I am dismayed by the union endorsement of Alan Gerson for a third
term. New Yorkers voted twice for a
two-term limit on City Council seats,
but a handful of members, including
Mr. Gerson, decided to ignore the
people’s voice. Our union should not
be rewarding them for their end-run
around the rules.
I have lived in the district for 40
years and I know we have a candidate who will fully represent our
ethnically and economically diverse community. That is Margaret
Chin, a smart, experienced, energetic community organizer who has
spent decades effectively tackling
our tough problems in affordable
housing, job creation, public education and traffic management. She
was a hardworking, dedicated member of Community Boards 1 and 3 for
many years and has been a strong
voice for the immigrants and working-class people who have been sidelined as the district has gentrified. A

former CUNY teacher herself and a
fellow in government at Harvard,
Margaret has the knowledge, the
compassion and the dynamism to be
a great City Council representative.
Joan Gregg
City Tech (emerita)

PSC First VP Steve London responds: The PSC endorsed Alan
Gerson for City Council in District
1 because he has been a strong supporter of CUNY. As chair of the
Council’s committee on downtown
development, he was instrumental
in moving forward the reconstruction of Fiterman Hall at BMCC. For
his efforts he received a “Friend of
the PSC” award.
The PSC makes endorsements
based on the candidates’ record, positions on policies affecting CUNY’s
funding, our students’ education,
and the working conditions of the
PSC’s membership, general public
policies (e.g. tax policies), and the
candidate’s strength. Furthermore,
the PSC has not adopted a policy
position on term limits. Under the
circumstances, to apply a vote on
term limits as a litmus test would
be improper.
Clearly, many members have
strong feelings about candidates
and issues. The PSC endorsements
reflect the best judgments of a member-based Legislation Committee
and the PSC’s Executive Council, the
bodies that are charged with working with candidates once they are
elected or re-elected. The PSC has
made available for membership review a list of all candidates running
for office, all candidates’ responses
to the PSC questionnaire, as well
as PSC endorsement recommendations. Please visit the PSC political
action website at: www.psc-pac.org.
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PSC & Sept. 15 primary
Below are the PSC endorsements
for NYC’s September 15 primary
election. A longer article on the
union’s primary endorsements appeared on page 10 of the Summer
Clarion (see www.psc-cuny.org/

communications.htm). Additional
information – including all candidates’ responses to the union’s election questionnaire – is available at
the PSC Political Action Committee
website, www.psc-pac.org.

CITY COUNCIL
Borough
Manhattan
Manhattan
Manhattan
Manhattan
Manhattan
Manhattan
Manhattan
Manhattan
Manhattan
Manhattan
Bronx
Bronx
Bronx
Bronx
Bronx
Bronx
Bronx
Bronx
Queens
Queens
Queens
Queens
Queens
Queens
Queens
Queens
Queens
Queens
Queens
Queens
Queens
Queens
Brooklyn

Dist. Candidate
1 Alan Gerson
2	Rosie Mendez
3	No Endorsement
At This Time
4	Daniel Garodnick
5 Jessica Lappin
6 Gale Brewer
7	Robert Jackson
8	Melissa MarkViverito
9	Inez Dickens
10 Ydanis Rodriguez
11 G. Oliver Koppell
12	Larry Seabrook
13 James Vacca
14 Miguel Santana
15 Joel Rivera
16	Helen Foster
17	No Endorsement
At This Time
18 Annabel Palma
19	No Endorsement
At This Time
20 S.J. Jung
21 Julissa Ferreras
22 Peter Vallone Jr.
23 Mark Weprin
24 James Gennaro
25	Helen Sears
26	James Van
Bramer
27	Leroy Comrie
28	Thomas White Jr.
29 Lynn Schulman
30	Elizabeth Crowley
31 James Sanders Jr.
32	No Endorsement
At This Time
33	No Endorsement
At This Time

Borough

Dist. Candidate

34 Maritza Davilla
35	Letitia James
36	No Endorsement
At This Time
Brooklyn
37	Erik Dilan
Brooklyn
38	No Endorsement
At This Time
Brooklyn
39 Brad Lander
Brooklyn
40	Mathieu Eugene
Brooklyn
41 Tulani Kinard
Brooklyn
42	Charles Barron
Brooklyn
43	Vincent Gentile
Brooklyn
44	No Endorsement
At This Time
Brooklyn
45 Jumaane Williams
Brooklyn
46	Lewis Fidler
Brooklyn
47	Domenic Recchia
Brooklyn
48	Michael Nelson
Staten Island 49 Debi Rose
Staten Island 50	No Endorsement
At This Time
Staten Island 51 Janine Materna

Brooklyn
Brooklyn
Brooklyn

MAYOR
No Endorsement At This Time

PUBLIC ADVOCATE
Bill de Blasio

COMPTROLLER
No Endorsement At This Time

BOROUGH PRESIDENTS
Bronx	Ruben Diaz Jr.
Brooklyn	Marty Markowitz
Manhattan	Scott Stringer
Queens	Helen Marshall
Staten Island

John Luisi

Where the PSC-endorsed candidate is
not an incumbent, name is in italics.

Stella support

Health care for all

● I was very pleased to see the fullpage article in the recent Clarion
regarding the Stella D’oro union
workers’ ongoing efforts to save
their company in its historic home
in the Bronx.
I have always supported PSCCUNY’s outreach to and advocacy
for other union struggles; it is a distinguishing feature of our current
union leadership. I was also pleased
to see Comptroller Bill Thompson Jr.
weighing in with a practical plan to
support our fellow unionists at the
Stella D’oro Bakery by urging public pension funds invested with the
Brynwood hedge fund that “owns”
the bakery to divest their holdings
until and unless the owners pull back
on their unconscionable demands for
profit at the expense of the workers.
Serena Nanda
John Jay College (emerita)

PSC members were among the more than 3,000 people who rallied in Times Square
on August 29 to show their support for health care reform. Participants called on
the government to guarantee a system of universal health coverage that includes a
public option for those who cannot obtain private insurance.

AP Photo/Stephen Chernin
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Swine flu: is the University ready?
To date, the overall toll from the
H1N1 virus, commonly known as
swine flu, has been less severe
than initially feared. Public health
officials expect to see a resurgence
of the virus this fall and winter,
and experts have debated different
projections of how widespread or
severe the outbreak might become.
But they agree that the future
course of the virus is uncertain
and that it could mutate to become
more lethal than it has been so far.
With a wide range of possible
outcomes, is CUNY ready?
The Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) and the US
Department of Education (DOE)
have issued guidelines for institutions of higher learning that advise
a number of steps to reduce flu
transmission. These include:
● Educating students and employees about the importance of
frequent handwashing and other
simple precautions.
● More frequent cleaning of
bathrooms, doorknobs, railings,
shared keyboards, etc.
● Changing absenteeism rules
so that students, faculty and staff
who are ill have no incentive to return to campus earlier than they
should.
Colleges face particular challenges and responsibilities. They
are sites where thousands of people
congregate daily, and students are
more vulnerable than they would
be in a typical flu outbreak. Compared to most flu viruses, H1N1
has a disproportionate impact on
younger people.

rapid response?
CUNY reports that it is in regular contact with the New York City
Department of Health and will follow directives from State and local
health officials. “The University has
updated its pandemic influenza response plan and has charged its Risk
Management Council’s Infectious
Disease Committee with developing protocols,” an August 27 CUNY
statement declared. “Numerous
briefings have been conducted for
the presidents and senior executives
on the updated pandemic flu plan.”
CUNY’s flu plan outlines major
areas of concern and administrative responsibilities. Beyond that,
the document is relatively general,
leaving detailed planning to individual colleges or departments.
The problem, PSC health and safety
activists say, is that the level of follow-through is unclear. The union
contract states that CUNY is responsible for providing a safe and
healthy working environment for
all employees, and the union has
pressed the administration on this
issue.
“I’ve been underwhelmed by
CUNY’s ability to take rapid and
appropriate actions around this
issue,” said Joan Greenbaum, cochair of the PSC Health and Safety

Scope & severity of H1N1 outbreak uncertain

at Hunter College and the Graduate
Center, said that CUNY students
often lack health insurance. “The
threat of a flu epidemic illustrates
once again why we need a national
health insurance plan that covers
everyone,” Freudenberg said. “People who cannot see a doctor are a
threat to themselves as well as everyone else because they can’t get
early treatment and counseling.”
Greenbaum would like to see
CUNY mobilize the large cadre of
health professionals among its own
employees – nursing faculty and
staff, allied health professionals,
medical school faculty and those in
public health – in the University’s education and planning efforts. “Why
not tap into this wonderful resource
we have?” she asked. CUNY should
also work with faculty on how best to
track classroom attendance, she added, so that the most current information can inform decisions on whether
or not a school must be closed if the
outbreak becomes severe.

resources
Gary Schoichet

By JOHN TARLETON
& PETER HOGNESS

How to practice good hygiene for the coming flu season: With a resurgence of swine flu likely this fall and winter, the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) is urging people to wash their hands frequently and to use alternatives to handshakes.
The CDC also recommends coughing or sneezing directly into a disposable tissue – or into one’s sleeve – not into the hand.
Committee. Greenbaum said she is 31 and that college officials “are in
concerned that 80th St. is being too discussion about the best way to
passive in its approach. “I’m afraid proceed.”
their reactions will be too slow,”
“Everyone on campus will be
she said.
covered in terms of getting informaBen Chitty, a Queens College PSC tion,” said the college’s health serExecutive Committee member and vices director, Penelope Jordan.
a health and safety activist, used
“Information about the prevenstronger language. “They are
tion and management of
asleep at the switch,” Chitty CDC
H1N1 will be addressed,
said, criticizing what he called
with information
guidelines along
“an abdication of responsibilabout the ‘regular’ flu, as
are only part of the BC Health Clinity by the administration.”
The CDC urges that colleges being
ic’s educational outreach
“take opportunities at the beefforts during this coming
ginning of events to remind at- partially
semester,” said Ilene Tantendees about the importance followed. nenbaum, director of the
of self-isolation when ill; early
Brooklyn College Health
evaluation by a health care provider Clinic.
for those who become ill…; hand hyCDC spokesperson Tom Skingiene; and respiratory etiquette.” ner told Clarion that most flu cases
The agency encouraged such educa- were spread by airborne transmistion at orientation and other events sion, which underscores the imporat the start of the academic year.
tance of good respiratory etiquette.
The CDC recommends coughing or
vulnerable
sneezing directly into a disposable
When Clarion asked if colleges tissue – or, if a tissue is not availhad been urged to present swine flu able, coughing or sneezing into
information at orientation or when one’s sleeve, not the hand.
The agency also emphasizes
classes met for the first time, CUNY
spokesperson Michael Arena cited hand hygiene as a critical second
the University’s August 27 press line of defense. In addition to frerelease, which described campuses quent hand-washing and alterna“circulating informational posters” tives to handshakes (see photo),
the agency details “high-touch surover the summer.
College-level officials indicated faces” that should be cleaned more
that they are in the process of frequently.
On cleaning and maintenance,
drawing up plans for educational efforts later in the semester. CUNY’s August statement said that
BMCC spokesperson Rachel Sokol the University had emphasized keeptold Clarion that the school’s vice ing soap dispensers well stocked over
president for administration and the summer. Greenbaum noted that
planning had met with the head of Fall semester brings a larger numcampus health services on August ber of both students and employees

back to campus and said that in the
first few days of the semester she had
already begun to receive reports of
problems. “We are getting calls from
the campuses about lack of hot water
and soap in bathrooms,” she said. “Is
CUNY really ready for this?”
The union and CUNY administration met on flu-related issues
over the summer, and on August 24,
a letter from PSC Executive Director Deborah Bell asked the administration to make public the actions
it has taken to improve campus
hygiene and cleanliness, including
more frequent cleaning schedules
for high-touch surfaces.
The PSC asked CUNY if it will
modify sick leave policies to discourage spread of the flu and if
colleges will encourage employees
to be sure to stay at home when
they feel ill. The union urged the
administration to consider advancing sick leave if an employee would
otherwise be forced to go off payroll. Finally, if campuses are closed
or classes are cancelled, the union
urged that employees’ leave time
not be charged.
Swine flu could put adjuncts in a
bind as they can miss no more than
1/15th of their assigned days while
teaching a course and are not allowed to accrue sick days from one
semester to the next.
“This highlights the vulnerability and fragility of adjuncts who rely
on CUNY for their main source of
income,” said Marcia Newfield, the
union’s vice president for part-time
personnel.
Nicholas Freudenberg, distinguished professor of public health

The CDC is also urging colleges
to plan for greater use of online
learning tools, so that students who
are ill or whose campus may close
can continue their education. Manfred Kuechler, a Hunter College
professor who has chaired a University subcommittee on Blackboard
issues, said the online courseware
system could help instructors stay
in touch with their students, give
assignments or conduct quizzes.
“Blackboard would need to work reliably,” he cautioned, recalling the
service disruptions that plagued
CUNY last semester. Those problems began when a new version of
the software proved unable to handle the user load at a university as
large as CUNY.
As college students returned to
school in late August, outbreaks of
dozens of cases of swine flu were
being reported on campuses, including the University of Missouri,
the University of Kansas, Mississippi State University, Tulane and
Texas Christian University.

Flu forum
on Sept. 30
On Wednesday, September 30, from
2:00 to 4:00 pm, the PSC and the
New York Committee for Occupational Safety & Health (NYCOSH)
will co-host a forum on H1N1 prevention and preparation at the PSC
Union Hall. Speakers from the NYC
Department of Health, the federal
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration, and the AFL-CIO
have been confirmed. For details on
how to register, or if you want to be
kept informed about other union efforts on this issue, e-mail hswatch
dogs@pscmail.org.
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Searching for textbook alternatives
By KATHERINE SANTIAGO

Escalating textbook prices have
sparked public discussion about
new ways to get classroom texts
into students’ hands. From textbook rental programs to “open access” electronic books, publishers
and elected officials are looking at
alternatives.
Textbook prices have climbed at
twice the rate of inflation, and they
can cost students more than $1,000
a year, according to government
reports. These steep increases occurred even though most university
faculty members make an effort to
consider price when choosing books
for class, a New York Public Interest
Research Group survey says.

costly
In a national push to lower textbook costs, Sen. Richard Durbin
(D-IL) is working on legislation to
provide federal grants to faculty
whose materials are published online if the author voluntarily agrees
to less restrictive copyright protection. These “open access” texts
could take different forms, but in
general would be freely available on
the web for non-commercial use.

Lower-cost options get attention

to get some royalty payment on
each rental, while other rental
plans do not.
Locally, CUNY “is working vigorously to assist students facing
costly textbook purchases,” CUNY
spokesperson Michael Arena told
Clarion. Chancellor Matthew Goldstein announced in April that the
University is allocating $2 million
to explore “options for assisting students with the cost of textbooks,”
including online books. CUNY will
also fund library purchases of etextbooks and expensive printed
texts so they can be loaned out,
Goldstein said, and will promote
a co-op program to provide used
texts at lower costs.
“The University will encourage
college bookstore discounts supported by the reduction of college
commissions,” Goldstein also told
the trustees. A recent lawsuit, however, charged that CUNY policies
had kept prices higher by restricting
competition with its campus bookstore outlets, which are mostly run
by Barnes & Noble.
Federal Pell Grant funds can be
used for textbook purchases – but
according to Joe Martinow of Manhattan Books, an independent book-

“While the legislation under where students can view a text onconsideration would provide more line or download a copy.
The idea of textbook rentals is alaffordable textbooks for students –
something many of us have cham- so getting new attention, and some
pioned – it also raises significant of the nation’s largest textbook pubissues of intellectual property lishers are entering the rental marrights for faculty,” PSC President ket. Cengage Learning is planning
a December launch for CengageBarbara Bowen noted in June.
Brain.com, which it says
When Durbin asked the
will rent books at 40% to 70%
A merica n Federation of Rentals
Teachers for input on the pro- or “open of the sale price. Chegg.com,
textbook-rental website in
visions of his bill, the AFT
access” apartnership
with McGrawasked Bowen, who is a memHill, offers more than two
ber of the national union’s texts
million book titles.
executive council. She in turn online?
Barnes & Noble Colinvited input from PSC memlege Booksellers has also started
bers (see page 10).
Some textbooks are already a book-rental pilot program for
available on an open-access basis. three of its college partners. The
For some, students can pay for a company intends to expand the
print copy of the work, while oth- program if schools commit to using
ers are available only in electronic the same textbook for at least two
years, according to The New York
form.
Not all electronic texts are Times. The 2008 Higher Education
open-access. Some publishers are Opportunity Act provides $10 milpromoting “e-textbooks,” digital lion in grants for textbook rental
files of books sold commercially. pilot programs.
Some rental plans, like those of
Students who prefer not to carry
heavy books can get subscriptions Cengage or the McGraw-Hill-Chegg
from sites like CourseSmart.com, partnership, provide for the author

store near BMCC, for years CUNY
students were given a voucher for
these funds that could be redeemed
only at CUNY campus bookstores.
This practice restricted competition, said Martinow, who claims
that his store offers significantly
lower prices.

lawsuit
The parent company of Manhattan Books, Encore College Bookstores, recently won a lawsuit
against this practice, Martinow told
Clarion, and CUNY is now ending
its voucher system.
The University is appealing the
decision, said Arena. While he said
he could not comment on an ongoing lawsuit, Arena did describe
some changes in CUNY’s administration of Pell Grant funds.
“The University recently awarded a contract to Citibank to issue
stored-value debit cards on which
all students will receive their Pell
Grant credits,” Arena explained.
The cards could then be used anywhere, including online, he said,
“giving students more choices and
potentially lower prices.” The new
program is expected to begin in a
few months.

Honduran teachers oppose military coup
When the Honduran military deposed the nation’s democratically
elected President Manuel “Mel”
Zelaya this past June 28, teachers
quickly mobilized all over Honduras in opposition to the coup.
The Federation of Teacher Organizations of Honduras (FOMH), the
umbrella organization that unites
Honduras’s six teachers’ unions,
declared a national strike on June
29 to demand the immediate return
of Zelaya and the reinstatement of
constitutional rights that the coup
government suspended. FOMH
called on its member groups to
begin a campaign of civil disobedience against the coup government.
FOMH is a 50,000-member organization with presence in all 18 of
Honduras’s departments. Its size
and high level of organization have
made it a key player in the National
Front Against the Coup, a coalition
of trade unions, peasant organizations and grassroots organizations.

backbone
“Teachers unions are the backbone of this movement and participate at all levels,” Lina Pineda,
a leader of the Honduras Association of Middle School Teachers, told
Clarion. Teacher union members
have turned out in large numbers
for almost daily anti-coup demonstrations, which have ranged in
size from hundreds to hundreds of
thousands of people. They have also

Mobilizing the grassroots

which we teachers are all too familiar with. We can’t allow ourselves
to regress to the painful and bloody
era of dictatorships and coups.”

Honduras Indymedia/Krastune

By KRISTIN BRICKER

Striking teachers took to the streets of Comayaguela, Honduras, on August 28.
drawn on their previous movement
experience to provide security,
marshals and food for the nonviolent protests.
Why did Honduran teachers decide that opposing the coup was so
important? As educators and as
unionists, they say, the coup threatens two things that are as fundamental as wages or school funding:
teachers’ intellectual freedom and
their right to organize. From 1963
to 1981, Honduras was ruled by a
succession of military regimes.

Unions, intellectuals and educators
often met with brutal repression in
that period, and this history has
stiffened the union’s determination
to oppose the coup of 2009.
“We are fighting for democratic
principles,” said Waldina Mejía,
a prominent poet and a teacher in
the capital, Tegucigalpa. “The coup
is a blow to the tiny, young, incomplete democracy that we had. It was
better than nothing and certainly
better than the dictatorship and
the repression that comes with it,

COLPROSUMAH, was severely
beaten by police around the same
time. “The repression is increasing,” Rosario Ávila, coordinator of
the FOMH’s National Committee
crackdown
for Prevention of HIV and AIDS,
Such fears are not abstract. said in early August.
As the grassroots struggle for
Teachers’ central role in the current resistance has also drawn a return to democracy becomes
government repression, and edu- more prolonged, the movement has
cators are usually among those begun to change tactics.
To keep the coup government
disappeared, injured and arrested
when Honduran police or soldiers from re-opening schools and usattack demonstrators. The pro- ing them as centers of pro-coup
coup Special Prosecutor’s Office propaganda, the FOMH sometimes
for Children has charged a number calls upon striking teachers to hold
of striking teachers with “mistreat- classes for three days and spend the
ment of students” for refusing to rest of the week “participating in
actions of struggle and resistance.”
hold classes.
Coup forces sent their most chill- This allows students and their paring message to teachers in early ents “to hear ‘the other side of the
August. On August 1, teacher Roger story,’ which is their right,” says MeAbraham Vallejo Soriano died from jía. “Those who are old enough can
then decide whether or not
a gunshot wound to the head
to join the resistance.”
during police and military re- Educators
Parents and students
pression of a peaceful highway
have stepped forward to
blockade on the outskirts of face
support their teachers’
Tegucigalpa. Witnesses said growing
efforts. Mejía
he was shot by police. The next
repression. organizing
reports that at her school,
day, unknown assailants murthe Jesús Aguilar Paz Indered another teacher, Martin
Florencio Rivera Barrientos, as he stitute, when some pro-coup teachreturned home from Vallejo’s wake. ers broke ranks and began to teach
Like Vallejo, Rivera was a mem- classes, students’ parents took over
ber of the Honduras Association of the building to stop them.
Education International, an alMiddle School Teachers, a 20,000member organization that is widely liance of more than 400 teachers’
considered to be the most activist unions around the world, including the AFT, has urged support for
and militant union in the FOMH.
Saturnino Sanchez, president of Honduran teachers’ efforts to orgaanother Honduran teacher union, nize against the coup.
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Mayor pitches CC fund plan
Earlier this year Mayor Michael
Bloomberg proposed more than $25
million in cuts to City support for
CUNY’s chronically underfunded
community colleges. But on August 13, less than 12 weeks before
Election Day, Bloomberg pledged
to provide an additional $50 million
in community college funding over
the next four years.
For community college advocates who fought hard to defeat
Bloomberg’s proposed cuts this
spring, the mayor’s call for more investment in CUNY was a welcome
gesture – but one that also raised
some questions.

new initiatives
“Almost every year we have had
a problem with Bloomberg on community college budgets,” said Anne
Friedman, PSC vice president for
community colleges. “He plays the
game of slash and cut, and we have
to fight to get money restored and
increased.” Still, she added, “any
positive attention on community
colleges is a good thing.”
Bloomberg’s plan would provide
support for several initiatives the
PSC has long championed, including more funds for student advising
($1 million) and for campus day care
($6 million). These would be positive
steps, said Friedman. But PSC First
Vice President Steve London noted
that the proposed money would end
after four years. “The fundamental
need of community colleges is for
more ongoing funding, which this
proposal doesn’t address,” he said.
The Bloomberg proposal also
does not allocate any funds for more
full-time faculty positions or for improving conditions of part-time faculty, who provide the majority of
community college instruction.
“Bloomberg’s promise of four
years of new funding is an important step in supporting the community colleges, but it does not go far
enough,” said PSC President Barbara Bowen. “The single biggest
need is to restore the ranks of the
full-time faculty and create professional pay and working conditions
for the part-time faculty. That takes
long-term investment, not just a
short-term infusion of funds to selected areas.”
CUNY’s ASAP initiative (Accelerated Study in Associate Programs) would get $27 million, while
$10 million would be invested in
training nurses and developing an
“energy auditing” workforce for
New York City. Two million dollars
each would be dedicated to courses
in small business development,
to lowering textbook costs and to
helping launch a new Manhattanbased community college in 2011.
The mayor also called for revising
State and federal restrictions that
limit financial aid to part-time students – an important reform that
has been advocated by the PSC.
Democratic Party mayoral candidate Bill Thompson’s campaign

Proposal draws questions
did not respond to requests for to four-year degrees and other cacomments on Bloomberg’s pro- reers,” said Friedman. “They need
posal. Thompson has told the PSC, to be able to think critically on the
however, that he will announce his job and function as thinking citiplans for CUNY later in September. zens, beyond just having a trade.
Thompson’s Democratic primary That’s why we’re colleges, not voopponent, Queens City Councilmem- cational training centers.”
The ASAP program
ber Tony Avella, told Clarion
that he is committed to “full PSC presses would get more than
half of the proposed new
funding” of CUNY and would community
funds. Launched in Sepmatch State support for
tember 2007, ASAP tarCUNY capital expenses. He college
gets a selected group of
also promised to restore free structural
students for increased
tuition at CUNY by the end of
needs.
support with the aim of
his first term as mayor. “The
money has to be found,” Avella said, lowering time to graduation and
and he vowed to “create the political boosting degree completion rates.
The 84% of students in ASAP who
will” to do so.
Bloomberg’s announcement came are eligible for State and federal fia month after President Barack nancial aid have the remainder of
Obama proposed an additional $12 their tuition waived. Participants
billion federal investment in com- receive free textbooks and Metmunity colleges over the next de- rocards to cover transportation
cade, with the aim of producing an costs. ASAP students take courses
additional five million community with smaller class sizes that are
college graduates by 2020. Longtime grouped in blocks during the daycommunity college faculty members time and receive intense personal
say they are gratified to see the im- advising and tutoring. Students
portance of their institutions finally are required to attend school fullbeing acknowledged, but they wor- time, and must have no more than
ry that prominent politicians like one area in which they need further
Obama and Bloomberg have a nar- work on basic skills when their first
semester begins.
row vision for these schools.
“I don’t think they have a full understanding of community colleg- uneven assistance
es,” said Lenore Beaky, vice chair of
About 1,500 students have been
the University Faculty Senate and accepted into ASAP during the
professor of English at LaGuardia past two years. Bloomberg called
Community College. “Vocational for 2,000 more students to be added
training is important, but it should to the program over the next four
be coupled with a broader liberal years. CUNY’s community colleges
arts education for transfer and pro- currently have 81,000 students.
fessional study.”
“How can ASAP’s successes be
“Students need to have a back- replicated?” Friedman asked. “It’s
ground that allows them to go on positive for the mayor to provide

it with some increased funding,
but the program would still reach
less than 5% of our community college students. There will still be
tens of thousands of students who
need help and won’t have those
advantages.”
PSC Secretary Arthurine DeSola
said she was hopeful about ASAP’s
potential, but noted that even with a
much larger infusion of funds there
would be many students who the program is not designed to reach. “ASAP
students are pre-screened,” DeSola
said. “They need less remediation,
they have to attend classes within
certain blocks of time. It’s good for
those who qualify – but the program
won’t necessarily target those who
need the most assistance.”

priorities
“Putting resources behind the
needs-based approach of ASAP is
moving in the right direction, but
raising tuition – as was done this
year – undermines students,” said
London. The PSC’s top priorities for
CUNY community colleges, London said, are more operating funding for new full-time faculty lines,
professional working conditions for
adjuncts and broad support for all
community college students.
“Increased funding for CUNY is
essential, and it’s good when candidates for office promise more support,” London told Clarion. “We
should insist that such promises be
fulfilled, without cuts elsewhere in
CUNY’s budget that would undermine their impact. And we should
ask candidates what they will do to
meet community colleges’ top priority needs. Whoever is sitting in the
mayor’s office next year, we want
to work with them so that they do
what’s right for CUNY.”

One solid foundation

Trumka cites single-payer
AFL-CIO Secretary-Treasurer
Richard Trumka says single-payer is the cure for the woes of the
US health care system. Speaking
in August at an annual assembly
of progressive bloggers and web
journalists in Pittsburgh, Trumka
said, “My preference, and the
feeling of many in the labor movement, is that we should have a
single-payer health care system.”
Trumka is expected to be elected president of the AFL-CIO when
it holds its annual convention in
Pittsburgh in mid-September.
More than 50 resolutions calling for the endorsement of HR
676, which would replace private
insurance with a single-payer system, have been submitted to the
convention. The legislation would
extend an improved Medicare
system to everyone in the US; it
currently has 86 co-sponsors in
the House of Representatives.

Labor in the suites…
New York State AFL-CIO
President Denis Hughes was
named interim chair of the
Federal Reserve Bank of New
York on August 24. Hughes will
chair a nine-member Board of
Directors for the remainder of
the year. Each of the 12 regional
Federal Reserve banks has nine
directors, six chosen by local
bankers and three chosen by the
Federal Reserve in Washington.
Hughes’s colleagues will include
JPMorganChase chair Jamie
Dimon and General Electric CEO
Jeffrey Immelt. The main job
for chairs of regional Federal
Reserve boards is to choose the
regional banks’ presidents, who
play a role setting interest rates.
The New York Fed last chose a
new president in January.

...and in the streets

Gary Schoichet

By JOHN TARLETON

labor in
brief

Workers at the CUNY Research Foundation Central Office greet management negotiators with signs saying “No 2%” before
an August 13 collective bargaining session with representatives from the PSC. Members throughout the office participated.
“Every time we have an action with these numbers it gives us strength for future actions,” said RF Chapter Chair Anthony
Dixon. PSC members at the CUNY Research Foundation’s Central Office, who do the administrative work to support millions
of dollars in faculty and staff research grants, have been without a contract since the first of the year.

When heads of state, finance
ministers and central bankers from 20 of the world’s largest economies meet at the G20
Summit in Pittsburgh September
24 to 25 to discuss repairs to the
international financial system,
they won’t be alone. Labor, antiwar and environmental justice
activists will also gather to share
their vision of economic recovery.
In addition to street protests, local labor activists are convening
strategy sessions on the economic
crisis. The United Electrical
Workers is co-sponsoring forums
featuring finance ministers from
four South American countries.
The Steelworkers, the Blue Green
Alliance and the Alliance for
Climate Protection are planning
an event with labor and environmental speakers and national
musical acts. Global union federations will also hold a two-day
meeting in Pittsburgh to coincide
with the G-20. For more, see www.
g20media.org.
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More than six years ago, CUNY
college presidents called for a “revitalization” of the University’s affirmative action programs. Specific
efforts were needed in both recruitment and retention, the Council
of Presidents stated in May 2003,
because “there are still pockets
within the University” where “traditional minority group members
are conspicuous by their absence.”
“This is a particularly timely
initiative,” the policy statement
continued, “since we are currently
experiencing turnover due to early
retirements and have committed to
replacing faculty who directly impact on the delivery of instruction
to our students.”
Several years after the adoption
of that policy, there are still many
parts of CUNY where faculty and
staff of color “are conspicuous by
their absence.” Affirmative action
data from Fall 2007 highlights the
halting pace of change – and shows
that in some areas, the University
has taken a step backwards.
For example, from 1997 to 2007,
the proportion of assistant professors who are black fell from 16.5%
to 13.8%. The absolute number of
black assistant professors went up
by about a third, to 260 – but the total number of assistant professors
increased even more, growing by
about two-thirds to 1,881, so that
black faculty ended up as a smaller
share of the total. In many ways,
the hiring wave noted by CUNY’s
Council of Presidents stands as a
missed opportunity for increasing
racial diversity.
At some individual campuses,
the decline was much steeper. For
example, in 1997, 14% of assistant
professors at Queens College were
black. Ten years later, the figure was
4%. In this case the absolute number
also fell, from 12 to 7, even as the total number of assistant professors at
Queens rose from 86 to 166.

slow motion
CUNY-wide, combined figures
for all faculty and professional staff
show a mix of stagnation and modest gains in racial diversity over
these 10 years. Black employees
made up 16.5% of all CUNY “instructional staff” – full-time and
part-time, faculty plus professional
staff such as Higher Education
Officers (HEOs) and College Lab
Technicians (CLTs) – in 2007. That
represented an increase of just half
a percentage point since 1997.
In 2007, 10.0% of all instructional staff were Latino, a figure
1.6% greater than a decade earlier.
Asian/Pacific Islander employees
were 9.3% of all instructional staff
in 2007, 2.7% more than in 1997. The
figures for Native Americans were
unchanged: 0.3% in 2007, the same
figure as 10 years before. (Figures
in this article are based on CUNY’s
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A look at race & employmen
Slow and halting change
affirmative action reports and the
categories they employ.)
Data for Fall 2008, released earlier this year, do not generally show
any sudden changes from 2007. For
example, CUNY-wide, 16.4% of all
instructional staff were black in
2008, while 10.2% were Latino – 0.1%
below and 0.2% above the numbers
for 2008, respectively. Asian/Pacific
Islander instructional staff were
9.8% of the total, half a percentage
point more than in 2007.

Magali Calderon

By SARA ABBAS
& PETER HOGNESS

News

Felipe Pimentel
CUNY employed 25,153 instructional staff in Fall 2008, nearly half
again as many as in 1997. Of these,
4,126 were black, 2,564 were Latino
and 2,464 were from Asian or Pacific Islander backgrounds.
Slow and uneven progress in most
groups and job titles, combined with
no change or a decline in many others, has not altered the basic picture
of racial stratification in employment at CUNY. The higher up one
goes in the hierarchy of job titles – in
terms of pay, prestige, authority and
job security – the whiter the composition of the workforce.
In 2007, 87.4% of those in the
highest-paid professorial title, distinguished professor, were white.
That proportion drops to 80.0% for
full professors, 72.3% for associate
professors, 61.6% for assistant professors, and 53.3% for full-time lecturers. (In each case the proportion
of white employees is three or four
percentage points lower than in 1997
– but the racial gap between each title remains essentially unchanged.)
A similar stratification is found
within part-time faculty titles: for
example, in 2007, 85.5% of adjunct
full professors were white. Among
adjunct lecturers, who make up
three-quarters of all adjunct faculty, 65.4% were white.
There are also patterns of racial
hierarchy among professional staff
titles, though overall these include a

What’s the picture at your college?
You can find statistics on race and employment for most instructional staff
job titles at your college for 1997, 2002 and 2007 at www.psc-cuny.org/
race-employment.htm. Figures for 2008 and several previous years are online at www.cuny.edu/administration/ohrm/reports-forms/aadsb.html.

and tinyurl.com/cunyIAhiring.) A
detailed discussion of employment
patterns for these and other ethnic
groups was beyond the scope of this
broad overview of race and employment at CUNY.

higher proportion of people of color
than do faculty positions. In 2007, for
example, 60.2% of those at the top of
the HEO series, employed in the full
Higher Education Officer title, were FULL-TIME FACULTY
white. But figures for the lowestThe proportion of CUNY’s assispaid title in the HEO series show a tant professors who are black fell in
heavy majority of people of color: the 10 years between 1997 and 2007,
among those employed as assistant from 16.5% to 13.8%. The figure for
to HEO, just 32.7% were white.
black associate professors also fell
Many factors helped create these in this period, from 11.6% to 10.1%.
racial inequalities, and not all of (The absolute number for black asthem are within CUNY’s control. sociate professors was exactly the
But the number of PhDs awarded same in both years – 152 – even as
to black or Latino students has not the total number of associate professhrunk or stagnated in recent years sors rose from 1,305 to 1,506.)
– between 1995-1996 and 2005-2006,
The percentage of black full proit nearly doubled for both groups, fessors increased a bit in this deand their combined proportion of cade, rising from 7.2% to 7.8%. This
the total number of new PhDs grew slight relative growth happened
from 5.9% to 9.0%. (See US Depart- even though their absolute numbers
ment of Education figures at ti- fell, from 160 to 143, while the total
nyurl.com/racePhD.)
number of full professors at CUNY
Felipe Pimentel, an assistant fell even more steeply, from 2,210 to
professor of sociology at Hostos, 1,845. This small rise in the proporacknowledges that CUNY’s instruc- tion of black full professors may have
tional staff is relatively diverse in been shaped more by who retired
comparison to many private uni- than by who was promoted; more
versities. But he argues that CUNY information would be required to deneeds its own yardstick: “Why? termine whether this is the case.
Because our students are more diAt the other end of the full-time
verse than the students in private faculty scale, the proportion of
universities.” Pimentel points to the black lecturers has been on the dechanging racial makeup of CUNY’s cline, falling from 30.4% in 1997 to
student body since the introduction 26.9% a decade later. (Their absoof open admissions and argues that lute number rose from 123 to 144.)
the pace of diversification of the UniAmong Latino faculty, represenversity’s faculty has not kept up with tation in the assistant professor title
the reality that “CUNY is no longer changed little in these 10 years, risthe largely white univering by half a percentage
sity it was in the ’60s.”
point to 8.9% in 2007. In the
Percent of
A look at the racial comassociate professor title
assistant
position of CUNY’s student
there was slow progress,
body puts the University’s professors
with the proportion of Latiemployment figures in who are
nos rising from 5.1% to 7.6%
context. In Fall 2007,
over the decade. The perCUNY undergraduates black:
centage of full professors
were 28.8% black, 27.4% 1997 – 16.5% who are Latino increased
Latino, 27.2% white, 16.4% 2007 – 13.8% by about half a percentage
Asian/Pacific Islander and
point to 5.4% in 2007. In all
0.2% Native American.
three titles their absolute numbers
As noted above, the proportion of increased: the number of Latino asblack employees among all CUNY sociate professors, for example, rose
instructional staff increased by half from 190 to 260, slightly outpacing
a percentage point between 1997 the total growth in this title.
and 2007. At this rate, it would take
The percentage of faculty from
240 years for the percentage of black Asian or Pacific Islander backemployees in CUNY’s professional grounds grew in all full-time faculty
workforce to catch up with their positions – but the rise in their reprepresence in today’s student body. sentation gets smaller the higher one
Similarly, Latinos would have to wait goes up the ladder of professorial ti100 years to close the gap, while for tles. Among assistant professors, the
those from Asian/Pacific Islander proportion of Asian/Pacific Islander
backgrounds, it would take 27 years. faculty grew to 15.3% in 2007, which
A closer look at the numbers fol- was 5.6% higher than the figure for
lows below. While there was not 1997. Among associate professors,
room in this article for every rel- the figure reached 9.9% in 2007, an
evant detail, the complete figures increase of a bit more than four peron which it is based are available centage points in 10 years. In the full
online (see box at left). Also online professor title, it rose to 6.6% of the
are statistics on CUNY’s hiring of total, compared to 4.0% in 1997.
Puerto Rican and Italian American
faculty and staff. The University has PART-TIME FACULTY
tracked its hiring of these groups
Compared with CUNY’s partfor many years, in response to State time faculty, the full-time faculty is
legislative initiatives or court action, somewhat more heavily white. But
as well as faculty and staff concerns. the disparity is not large: in 2007,
(See tinyurl.com/cunyPRhiring it was only a 2.5% gap – a smaller

difference than the racial stratification by title within either group.
Interestingly, about 65% of parttime lecturers are white, compared
to just 53% of full-time lecturers,
the opposite of the full-time/parttime pattern among faculty as a
whole. But it may be misleading
to compare the two titles directly,
since they have different histories
and make up different proportions
of the workforce. (Adjunct lecturers
make up three-fourths of part-time
faculty at CUNY, while full-time
lecturers are less than a tenth of
the full-time faculty total.)
CUNY-wide, the percentage of
black adjunct lecturers remained
stuck at around 17.0% between
1997 and 2007, while representation of Latinos in this title rose by
about one percentage point to 9.1%.
Asian/Pacific Islander representation among adjunct lecturers grew
a bit more, from 6.3% to 8.7%. Absolute numbers of all groups rose, as
the total number of adjunct lecturers grew from 5,580 to 6,641.

PROFESSIONAL STAFF
As described above, HEO-series
titles include a higher proportion of

News

people of color than do faculty positions. For example, 60.2% of those
in the full Higher Education Officer
title in 2007 were white, compared
to 80.0% for full professors.
The HEO series has also changed
more in the last 10 years. While the
total proportion of people of color in
full-time faculty titles rose by three
or four percentage points from 1997
to 2007, in HEO series titles it grew
by more than 10 percentage points
in every title. The size of the racial
gap between titles within the HEO
series, however, remained relatively constant and about as large as
the gaps between full-time faculty
titles.
CUNY-wide, the share of black
employees in the full HEO title, the
highest ranking in the series, rose
from 15.7% in 1997 to 19.8% in 2007.
Their absolute number grew from
56 to 123, while the total number in
this title climbed from 357 to 620.
Black representation in the lowestpaid title in this series, assistant to
HEO, grew from 32.1% to 36.0%.
There was a larger increase in
the share of Latinos in the full HEO
title at CUNY; it rose from 6.4% in
1997 to 12.1% 10 years later, as their

Source: CUNY
Office of
Institutional
Research &
Assessment,
Fall 2007
CUNY Data
Book &
Fall 2007
Affirmative
Action Data
Summary
Book

numbers increased from just 23 to
75 CUNY-wide. In contrast, the proportion of Asians/Pacific Islanders
employed in this title rose by less
than a percentage point in these 10
years, from 7.0% to 7.9%. (Their absolute number grew from 35 to 49,
barely outpacing the growth of the
title as a whole.)
Finally, in the College Lab Technician series, the proportion of
people of color in all titles increased
from 47% to 53% across CUNY over
these 10 years. During that time,
the share of Latino and Asian/Pacific Islander employees increased
by three percentage points (to 19%)
and five percentage points (to 13%),
respectively. The proportion of
black employees in these titles fell
somewhat, from 22% to 20%. Given
the relatively small numbers in the
CLT series CUNY-wide, it is difficult to comment on specific titles or
individual campuses without more
rigorous statistical analysis.

THE COLLEGES
Beneath these CUNY-wide numbers lie significant variations within the colleges. While space allows
for only a few examples here, full
statistics for each campus are online (see box, page 6).
At City College, for instance, the
proportion of black faculty fell in
every full-time faculty title, with
steeper declines than those seen
CUNY-wide. Black assistant professors, for example, dropped from
19% of the total in 1997 to 10% a decade later. Their absolute numbers
fell from 15 to 13, while the total
number in this title jumped from
80 to 129.
The share of black adjunct lecturers at CCNY dropped from 23%
to 13% in the same decade. Their
numbers fell from 76 to 32, while
the total number of adjunct lectur-

ers at CCNY also declined, from
336 to 247. CCNY is also one of few
colleges where the proportion of
Latino adjunct lecturers shrank,
from 10% in 1997 to 9% in 2007, while
Asians increased by less than one
percentage point, to 14%.
At the College of Staten Island,
the proportion of black faculty was
low and remained so. For example,
the percentage of black associate
professors fell from 4% in 1997 to 2%
in 2007. CSI is also the only college

Pat Arnow

ent at CUNY
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Frank Deale
where the proportion of HEOs of
color actually decreased since 1997.
The proportion of full HEOs at CSI
who are black fell from 13% to 4%.
Asian/Pacific Islander representation in this title at CSI remained
unchanged: zero in 1997, and zero
10 years later. Overall, CSI and
Hunter have the lowest proportions
of people of color in the full HEO
title in all of CUNY.
The number of Latino full professors at Queensborough Community College was strikingly low:
from 1997 to 2002 to 2007 it dropped
from two to one to zero. Although
the number of full professors at the
school also fell in these years, from
123 to 72, this remains a striking figure for a college in such a famously
diverse borough. Percentages at
Queensborough should be examined cautiously, since with a relatively small faculty, a small change
in absolute numbers can create big
swings in percentages. But in virtually every instructional staff job
title, Queensborough falls below
CUNY averages in its employment
of people of color.

THE CHALLENGE AHEAD
The issue of racial diversity in
employment at CUNY is closely
bound up with the University’s mission. When City College opened its
doors in 1849, it was with the stated
aim of educating “the children of
the whole people” – and while its
original student body, entirely
white and male, fell short of that
goal, the University has changed
dramatically. Today the University’s master plan highlights “the
statutory charge defined by the
New York State Education Law,
to create a diverse workforce that
reflects the unique population that
the University serves.”
In 2005 for example, CUNY’s
Task Force on the Black Male Initiative (BMI) examined institutional obstacles to the recruitment,
retention and graduation of black
male students. Its Higher Education Working Group concluded that

The academic staffing crisis that
the University must “recruit more
black male faculty and adminis- developed over the last generation
trators on campuses throughout has created its own obstacles to expanded racial diversity in academic
CUNY.”
“The goal should be to have a employment. On the heels of the
teaching staff that reflects the com- civil rights victories of the 1960s
position of the student body, and a and ’70s, tenure-track positions in
college student body that reflects US universities began to decline.
the composition of the New York Today CUNY has almost 5,000 fewCity high schools and the city it- er full-time faculty positions than it
self,” commented Hank Williams, did in 1975. The result is that just
an adjunct lecturer at CCNY and a when people of color began to crack
open long-closed doors in academic
doctoral candidate in English.
Douglas Thompkins, an assistant hiring, they were confronted with a
professor of sociology at John Jay, narrowing job market.
The chronic scarcity of resources
emphasized that a diverse academic workforce is important not only at CUNY has certainly held back effor students of color. “If you don’t forts to expand the racial diversity
have any black folk in the depart- of the University’s instructional
ment,” he told Clarion, “it’s going to staff. “CUNY’s had a rough 20
have an adverse effect on the type years,” observed Deale. “It’s lost
of information that students can ac- huge numbers of its full-time faccess regardless of their race. White ulty, its wages and teaching load
students also need to be taught by are often not competitive and that
black professors, and men need to makes it more difficult to recruit
be taught by female professors. If people, such as academics of color,
you don’t have that diversity, then who other schools may be looking
the problem is going to exist at the for.” Deale said he knew of two Aflevel of curriculum development, at rican American candidates whom
the level of departmental meetings the law school had lost in recent
when we sit around and talk about years because its offers were not
what we need to do to better de- competitive.
In addition to allocating more
velop our major,” Thompkins said.
resources to outside re“If you don’t have a diverse
cruitment, some say that a
body of scholars around the Diversity
smart strategy for CUNY
table, certain things are go- makes an
would be more focus on
ing to be missed.”
academic
developing home-grown
Joyce Moy, director of
CUNY’s Asian American/ department talent.
“There have been and
Asian Research Institute, stronger.
remain some very genutold Clarion that the composition of those involved in the hiring ine efforts to diversify faculty,”
process is similarly important – not commented Hank Williams, and
only on faculty hiring committees, he acknowledges that competition
but also in the University’s admin- with wealthier institutions is a real
istrative staff. “People tend to call problem. “But we need to look at
upon those that they know and use what are the resources here? CUNY
channels with which they are most really needs to start drawing from
familiar,” Moy observed. “If the our base, drawing deeper from this
people handling human resources vast untapped pool of talent that we
and handling outreach, etc., are have. If other institutions are not
not from these communities, not turning out the people you need to
tuned in or connected to these com- be professors – well, we have both
an undergraduate institution and
a doctoral institution, and our undergraduate population is primarily black, Latino and Asian. So what
do we need to do to develop our resources in-house?”
CUNY refused the PSC’s contract
proposal for a dedicated hiring
fund, but the union is not giving up.
A new project on “CUNY and Race”
is a union priority for the coming
year, and an advisory group has
already met and begun planning.
As a first step, the union is hiring a researcher with expertise in
race and institutional research to
provide detailed study of a range
of data on CUNY and race, and to
Joyce Moy
convene small-group discussions
munities, the effectiveness of their with faculty and staff.
“Increasing the diversity of the
outreach will be limited no matter
faculty and staff is not simple,
what good faith is exercised.”
In addition to recruitment, Moy but CUNY should not be content
and others urge more attention to with minimal progress,” said PSC
mentoring and retention of people President Barbara Bowen. “Arguof color. “I don’t think we have good ably more than any university in
statistics on what happens to people the country, CUNY – because of its
who come in and why they leave,” history and location – is positioned
Moy told Clarion. Frank Deale, a to assemble an instructional staff
professor at the CUNY School of that mirrors the urban population.
Law, agrees. “I’d like to know how Imagine the difference that would
many people we hire that we don’t make to our students. Imagine how
keep,” said Deale. “There’s much a faculty as diverse as the populathat needs to be learned about the tion of New York City could expand
what we teach and what we know.”
retention rates.”
Queens College
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rights & benefits

How to read your paycheck
By ELLEN BALLEISEN
Bronx Community College

Even if you’re fluent in several
modern, ancient and computer
languages, you probably won’t be
able to decode all the different
notations about your CUNY paycheck. Moreover, notations used
by community colleges, where
paychecks come from the City of
New York, are completely different from those at senior colleges,
where paychecks come from New
York State.
If you work at a community college, here’s a Rosetta Stone for the
information on your paystub. Next
month we’ll provide a guide to the
information on senior college stubs.

status check
There are many possible variations in what you may see on your
paystub, depending on your job title
and the benefits you receive. The
most common are described below –
but if something on your own stub
isn’t listed, ask your campus payroll or HR office for a translation.
JSN: Job sequence number. Your
college assigns you a different job
sequence number for each position
that you have held at that campus
to identify which paycheck is for
which type of work. Anyone who
currently has two or more different
titles at the same community college will receive separate checks
for each title, so each check lists
only one JSN.
For example, if you were first
hired as a continuing education
teacher, your JSN for that position
is 1. If you were hired as an adjunct
a few years later, your adjunct position is JSN 2. And if you ended up
as a full-time faculty member, your
full-time teaching job is JSN 3.
MS: Marital status. A is for single; B is for married. Marital status
is given for both federal and State
taxes, based on the information you
provided on your federal and State
W4 forms.
EXEMPT: This box gives the number of withholding allowances you
claimed on both your State and federal W4 forms.

Translating CUNY’s secret code
REFERENCE #: This is in lieu of
a social security number. Every
employee has a unique reference
number.
LEAVE BALANCE AS OF: Community college paystubs do not provide
sick leave balances for members of
CUNY instructional staff. There
may be a date in the box for Leave
balance as of, but PSC members
will not see any information underneath this box.
PAY INFORMATION – DESCRIPTION, UNIT/HOUR. AMT EARNED PRIOR
PERIOD, UNITS/HOURS, AMT EARNED
THIS PERIOD :
For all PSC titles, pay for your
normal work will have the notation REGULAR PAY. The notation
MISC PAY indicates additional pay
for workshops and other activities
outside of the normal work week.
Examples include Summer Chair
pay, adjustments and reconciliations to pay, and lump sum annual
leave payments made upon separation from the college.
If you are a teaching adjunct, a
full-time faculty member, or a CLIP
teacher at Hostos or KCC, your pay
is based on the 10 workdays that
fall within one pay period. One
of the two UNITS/HOURS boxes
will say 10:00 and the other will be
blank. The AMT EARNED PRIOR
PERIOD box will be blank and your
total earnings for the pay period
will be in the AMT EARNED THIS
PERIOD box.
If you are a HEO or CLT, your
pay is based on the 70 regular work
hours in one pay period. One of the
two UNITS/HOURS boxes will say
70:00 and the other will be blank.
The AMT EARNED PRIOR PERIOD box will be blank and your total
earnings for the pay period will be
in the AMT EARNED THIS PERIOD box. If there is overtime pay, it
is listed separately.
If you are a non-teaching adjunct
or a continuing education teacher
(except for CLIP teachers at KCC
and Hostos), your pay is based on
the number of hours worked in a
particular pay period. The amounts

wards the premium, your premium
deduction will be listed next to one
code and there will be no deduction
in the two UNITS/HOURS boxes will next to the other one.
add up to the total amount of hours
There is no paystub notation for
that you worked during the pay adjuncts with health insurance
period. The amounts in the AMT through the PSC-CUNY Welfare
EARNED PRIOR PERIOD and AMT Fund. (Eligibility guidelines are
EARNED THIS PERIOD boxes will online at www.psc-cuny.org/adj
add up to your total gross pay for unctpamphlet.htm, under “Health
the pay period.
Care & Workers’ Compensation.”)
Eligible adjuncts who choose adDEDUCTIONS
ditional coverage (e.g., for a family
Tax deductions are listed in the plan) pay the Welfare Fund directmiddle of the stub. Non-tax deduc- ly, not through payroll deductions.
If you receive a buyout waiver betions are at the bottom. Here are
cause you have opted out of the New
some common deduction codes:
PENSIONS: TRS 414H STD is for York City Health Benefits Plan, you
the Teachers Retirement System, will see the code WAIVERED EE or
and TIA 414H STD for the Optional WAIVERED ER in the section with
Retirement Plan (TIAA-CREF, non-tax deduction codes. Twice a
Guardian or Met Life). If you are year you will receive payment for
making arrears contributions, the the waiver. In the description section of the stub, you will see the nocode is ARR.
TAX DEFERRED ANNUITIES: TRS tation WAIVE BUYOUT.
TDA, TIAA TDA or HRC TDA
TRANSIT SAVINGS ACCOUNT: TSA
NEW YORK STATE DEFERRED COM- PRE TAX is the contribution to the
account; TSA ADMIN FEE is the adPENSATION PLAN: NYS TDA
The GOAL AMOUNT OR TOTAL ministrative fee.
INSTALLMENT NO. box lists the toBENEFITS FROM THE PSC-CUNY
tal amount that the IRS allows you WELFARE FUND: Payments for all
to contribute for the year to
optional Welfare Fund
your TDA. The BALANCE Community benefits paid for through
DUE OR INSTALLMENT college
payroll deduction (e.g.,
LEFT box lists how much
long-term care insurance)
paystubs
more this year you may
are bundled together under
have many the code PSC-CUNY WF.
contribute.
HEALTH INSURANCE: There quirks.
UNION DUES OR AGENCY
is a different code for each
FEE: If you are a PSC memhealth insurance plan offered ber, the code for union dues is PROF
through the NYC Health Benefits STF C-U. If you are not a PSC memPlan. Regardless of what plan you ber, then you pay an agency fee, the
have, the health insurance code same amount as union dues, to cover
will appear twice on the stub. The the union’s costs in representing all
second code may be slightly differ- employees in the bargaining unit.
ent from the first one.
The code for agency fee is PRO STF
The most common codes are CON. Unlike members, fee-payers
GHI-CBP, GHI HMO, HIP, and EMP cannot vote on contract ratification
HMO. If you have GHI-CBP or HIP or in elections for union officers and
without a rider, there will be no cannot hold union office.
amount deducted but you will still
Some people assume they are
see two different notations for your union members, but are actually
health insurance on each stub. If fee payers because they have never
you have GHI or HIP with a rider, signed a union membership card. If
you will see a deduction for the cost your stub shows that you are a fee
of the rider next to one health insur- payer and you want to join the union,
ance code and no deduction next to call the PSC office at (212) 354-1252
the second code. If you have a plan and ask someone in the membership
that requires you to contribute to- department to send you a card.
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Adjuncts:
30 days
to act on
wrong pay
By DANIA RAJENDRA

If you’re an adjunct who is not receiving the correct rate of pay, you
have 30 working days from the
beginning of the semester to alert
your campus HR office. (If you discover the error later, you can still
get it fixed – but you may not be able
to collect full back pay.)
This semester CUNY is paying
adjuncts a “blended rate,” which
incorporates the union-negotiated
raises that take effect October 20.
The “blended rate” averages the
old wage and the new one, so that
adjunct paychecks will be the same
in all weeks of the semester.
If you think you’re not being
paid at the correct rate, call the
PSC office at (212) 354-1252 and ask
to speak to an adjunct grievance
counselor. Make sure you have
both your first paystub (part-time
faculty should get their first checks
in early September) and your letter
of reappointment from May.

Calendar
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22: 6:00 pm /
Solidarity Committee meeting. At
the PSC office, 61 Broadway, 15th
fl. For more information, contact
Jim Perlstein at jperlstein@bass
meadow.com.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 26: 9:30 am12:30 pm / International Committee
meeting. For location and more information, contact Renate Bridenthal at
rbriden1@juno.com.
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30: 2:00-4:30 pm
/ Workshop on H1N1/swine flu prevention and preparation. Co-hosted
by PSC Health & Safety Committee
and NYCOSH. See page 3 for details
& registration information.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2: 4:00 pm / “First
Friday” part-timers committee, PSC
Union Hall, 61 Broadway, 16th fl.
Note: Sept. meeting is cancelled. For
more info, contact Marcia Newfield
at mnewfield@pscmail.org.
MONDAY, OCTOBER 5: 1:00-3:00 pm /
Retirees Chapter: PSC President
Barbara Bowen speaking on “The
State of the Union” and Ed Ott,
former director of NYC Central
Labor Council, on “Labor and the
Upcoming Elections.” At the PSC
Union Hall, 16th fl.
WEDNESDAYS, OCTOBER 7, 14, 21: 6:008:00 pm / PSC/CUNY Contract Education Workshops. Space is limited. To
register, call (212) 354-1252 or e-mail
amunoz@pscmail.org.
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pensions

Public & private
T
By ERIC LAURSEN

he stock market meltdown has
put public-sector pension plans
in the news. In July, the State of
New York and New York City,
for example, announced that
they expect their combined pension contributions to more than double over the next
year, from $8.6 billion to $17 billion.
Predictably, conservative pundits have
pounced on the news as evidence that
public-worker pensions are “unaffordable.”
They are again calling on state and local
governments to slash benefits or even to
freeze their traditional, defined-benefit
pension plans and replace them with
401(k)-type personal savings accounts.
This attack is built on several layers
of misrepresentation. First, public pensions fund their benefit payments over
decades. Despite the slump in the market,
most public plans are still funded at better
than 60% of required assets. For the few
chronically underfunded plans, the level of
benefits isn’t their main problem – it’s that
the public employer hasn’t kept up with its
required contributions.

“conservative” accounting?
One reason is that during the periodic
stock market booms of the past 20-odd
years, some state and local governments
took “contribution holidays,” arguing that
there was no need to put more cash into
the plans. Some took this too far, saddling
a few plans with real problems. The State
of Illinois, for example, hasn’t made the full
contribution to all but one of its pension
funds in decades. Ironically, such bad decisions have been fed by conservative lawmakers’ ideological opposition to taxation
and their misplaced faith in the market.
Still, the numbers for most public plans
show that they are not in danger – so rightwing think tanks want to change how
those numbers are calculated. The American Enterprise Institute (AEI) says that
public employers should abandon their traditional method of accounting for pension
assets and liabilities. Instead of valuing
their estimated assets on a running average of gains and losses, they would have to
adopt a method based on a snapshot of assets and liabilities at a single point in time.
The effect would be to make public
plans’ finances appear much more volatile
than they really are. The information itself
wouldn’t be more useful – what matters
is the funds’ long-term performance, not
the latest numbers during a stock market
slump. But “market value of liability”
(MVL) accounting is a useful tool if your
objective is to make public funds look as
dangerous as possible to the taxpayer. The
AEI and other right-wing groups are now
trying to persuade the Government Accounting Standards Board, the body that
sets accounting rules for public employers,
to adopt MVL.
The biggest threat to public plans, however, does not come from conservative
accounting gambits. What gives political
muscle to these attacks is the increasingly
stark contrast between public and private
pensions. “Those who do not work for the
government should not be forced to pay for
ever-richer benefits for public employees
while they are seeing their own retirement

funds dwindle during difficult economic
times,” Adam Summers of the libertarian
Reason Foundation wrote in an op-ed for
the Associated Press in July.
What conservative commentators don’t
like to discuss is how private-sector pensions got so bad in the first place. After
WWII, millions of employees of private
companies gained employer-sponsored pensions that provided a decent level of comfort
in retirement. This was considered a basic
part of “the American Dream,” and most
Americans thought of it as a right they had
earned. While most private employees were
not union members, it was unions that led
the way in expanding workers’ access to
this kind of retirement security.
In the 1970s corporations faced a
profit squeeze and
in response began
pushing for cuts in
worker benefits and
a rollback of government regulations. For pensions, this meant
reductions in benefit levels, increases in
employee contributions, and movement
away from defined-benefit plans toward
401(k)s and similar vehicles, where the
individual worker, not the company, bears
the risk. Corporate attacks on unions were
a central part of this process – and were
cheered on by the same political forces
that are taking aim at public worker pensions today.
In the 21st century, defined-benefit pensions have become scarce in the private
workplace, replaced by 401(k)s. But after
two stock market crashes in less than 10
years, workers are discovering that the
$25,000 to $50,000 they’ve accumulated in
these accounts, on average, isn’t enough to
bankroll their retirement.

long term
If public workers remain an island of
relatively good pension benefits in a sea of
increasing private-sector insecurity, they
will be constantly vulnerable. Public-sector
unions may succeed in defending their
members’ current benefits in the short run.
But in the long run, that will become harder
and harder to pull off. To keep their own
retirement benefits secure, public-sector
unions need to think about how to improve
private-sector retirement security.
Supporting private-sector unions that still
have reasonable pension coverage is certainly a start. It is not just auto workers who
have a stake in defending UAW members’

9
School for Social Research, has proposed
Guaranteed Retirement Accounts (GRA) as
a supplement to Social Security. Employers
and employees would together contribute
5% of earnings to GRAs, which would be
managed by a government-appointed independent board. Part of the cost to workers
would be offset by a $600 tax credit and retirees would be guaranteed a minimum 3%,
inflation-adjusted return on their accounts.
Last year, both the Obama and McCain
campaigns endorsed the Automatic IRA,
under which workers not covered by a
retirement plan through their employers
could make automatic payroll deposits to
IRAs. The idea made its way into Obama’s
2010 budget proposal. The New York Times
recently proposed augmenting this structure by providing a guarantee if returns
fell below a certain level.

something new

pension benefits – and the same is true for
airline workers, hospital workers, etc.
But private-sector pensions have eroded
so much that this can only be part of the
answer. The trend over the last generation
has been toward increasing insecurity for
private-sector retirees. To reverse this
trend, some broader measures will be
needed. The problem cannot be solved one
company at a time.
With 401(k)s falling short, what are the
alternatives? One solution, suggests Beth
Almeida, executive director of the National
Institute on Retirement Security, would be
to encourage greater use of multi-employer
plans. They enable employers to cut costs
by pooling their resources while providing
greater portability of pensions for workers.
Congress could increase the incentives by
boosting tax breaks to companies for participating in Taft-Hartley plans.
But the decline of manufacturing in the US
means that workers are more prone to shift
between industries. And employers don’t
like being locked into pension arrangements
that might require them to bail out the pension promises of weaker competitors.
Some experts have been urging Washington to consider other routes than the
traditional defined benefit plan. A muchdiscussed proposal of the late economist
Robert Eisner would allow workers to “top
up” their Social Security benefits by contributing more through their payroll taxes
in exchange for a larger retirement benefit.
Teresa Ghilarducci, a professor at the New

No union is an island...

These ideas are fundamentally different
from former President Bush’s scheme for
Social Security privatization because they
would supplement Social Security, not replace it. Ghilarducci’s proposal in particular
aims to provide a support structure that
would not require each worker to become
a financial expert. However, all these ideas
are still based on personal accounts.
Others have called for creating a new
system of guaranteed pensions for privatesector workers that would be closer to the
public pension system. Robin Blackburn, a
British pension scholar, has suggested putting pensions in the hands of a decentralized
network of affinity groups based around
workplaces, unions, local communities,
or even neighborhoods, collectives, credit
unions and consumer groups. These would
collect payroll taxes and pay out guaranteed
retirement benefits. Through their investments, they could help steer the economy
in socially desirable directions, for example
into programs to develop alternatives to fossil fuels. The objective, Blackburn writes,
is to “reconnect the mass of citizens and
employees with the processes whereby strategic economic decisions are made.”
Whatever shape a reformed private-sector
retirement system takes, “the goal is to have
broad-based retirement security for all workers, regardless of whether they are in the
public or the private sector,” says Almeida.
This would be something new in US policymaking: Washington has never had an “official” commitment to provide an adequate
retirement income for everybody. The current economic downturn, plus Washington’s
obsession with deficit reduction, suggests
that this would be difficult to achieve.
But if the nation really is coming close to
enacting some form of universal, national
health care system, perhaps it might also
be ready to take the next programmatic
step toward universal private-sector retirement security. If so, public-employee
pensions would become a great deal more
politically secure as well.
Eric Laursen writes frequently on labor and pension issues. He is co-author of Understanding the
Crash, forthcoming from Soft Skull Press.
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Online textbook debate
Senator Richard Durbin (D-IL) is proposing a system
of federal grants to faculty whose textbooks are published over the internet, with the aim of lowering the
cost of textbooks through “open access” publishing.
(See page 10.)
In late June PSC President Barbara Bowen wrote
to PSC members to ask for their input on Durbin’s
proposal. “While the legislation under consideration
would provide more affordable textbooks for students – something many of us have championed – it
also raises significant issues of intellectual property
rights for faculty,” she wrote. Union members’ “experience as textbook-writers, textbook-users and advocates for students” is essential to this discussion,
Bowen said.
How will Durbin’s legislation be structured, and
what level of control would it provide for textbook authors who choose to accept the proposed grants? Union
members were asked to comment on the three types of
licensing that have been under consideration by Senator Durbin and his staff:
1) BY license: Under this license the author is credited
for the work, but does not retain control over changes

or future use (either commercial or non-commercial)
once the text is marketed online. The material in the
textbook would be treated as open information, and
anyone would be free to change or use it in any other
form. This is the policy strongly favored by “open access” advocates.
2) BYNCSA license: The abbreviation stands for “by
attribution, non-commercial, share-alike.” Under this
license the author retains the right to prevent future use
of the work for profit, but has no control over updates
and revisions as long as they are for non-commercial
use. This approach has the support of some of the major
student advocacy groups.
3) “No Derivative” license: Under this license the text
cannot be changed, updated or used for any purpose –
commercial or non-commercial – without the author’s
express approval. This is the option least favored by
“open access” advocates, but preferred by many faculty. The AFT’s legal staff is exploring proposals to solve
one of the problems this approach presents: efficient
administration of permission for derivatives.
Below are selections from the more than 150 comments that union members sent in response:

I

’m a passionate advocate of open
access publishing. At City Tech
we spend many thousands of dollars
each year buying textbooks to put
on reserve in the library for our students to use, only to see many go out
of date as new editions (often very
similar to the old) are issued within
a few years. It would be wonderful to
use those funds for scholarly books
and journals that will be relevant
for many years, not just a few. I also
know that many of our students, especially in the health sciences and
technology majors, simply cannot
afford to buy the textbooks for their
courses.
There is no denying the utility of
textbooks for college courses, but I
do not believe that the current business model for textbook publishing
serves anyone other than the publishers themselves. An open access
textbook model could allow faculty
to create their own customized
textbooks from a variety of modules, either modules they create
themselves or modules created by
other faculty within CUNY or at
other colleges and universities.
One possible model is Rice University’s Connexions (cnx.org),
an online database of educational
modules. Connexions uses a version of the BY license, which allows
for maximum flexibility of reuse
for these materials in ways that
are most appropriate for different
courses at different institutions.
Maura Smale
Assistant Professor & Information
Literacy Librarian
City Tech

M

y scholarship focuses on information policy, especially copyright, and I am a vocal advocate for
Creative Commons (CC) licensing
in academic work. Academic authors reap a very small portion of
the profits that result from most of
their work, and most textbooks are
written for motives other than the
promise of royalties.
I’m already a heavy user of CClicensed readings in my courses.
Student response has been enthusi-

astically and unanimously positive.
Students who cannot afford to purchase the bound copies of assigned
books are grateful to save the money, and even those who purchase
print copies are excited to have a
digital copy on their laptop or other
portable device; these digital “second” copies are easier to search,
travel with, and quote from.
Assigning CC-licensed writings
is relatively easy for me, because
information policy scholars are at
the cutting edge of CC adoption;
there are many such works that
are appropriate for my courses.
Few professors are so lucky today,
but I hope this bill will become law
and encourage similar options for
instructors across the academy.
A BYNCSA license is the most
common CC license for academic
works, and its terms work quite
well. Students and instructors are
confident that their regular classroom uses are permitted, and authors can rest assured that they
will receive proper attribution and
that nobody can make a profit without the author’s permission.
Bill Herman
Asst. Professor of Media Studies
Hunter College

I

am the author of six books,
mostly textbooks, with a seventh
nearing completion. All have been
published in the traditional way
with major publishers (McGraw-

Hill, John Wiley, Prentice-Hall,
Cambridge). Publishers contribute
a great deal of added value to technical books, and I am very wary
of self-publishing in an electronic
format. That being said, the only
format that I would even consider
of the three proposed is #3: no derivative license. I put considerable
effort into the planning and writing of a text, which occupies a substantial amount of my time over
many years, and I would never let
someone else alter it without my
express agreement. Incidentally,
it is my practice to make PDF files
of my texts available to students at
my own institution at no cost when
they are used for course textbooks.
Morton Denn
Albert Einstein Professor, Chemical
Engineering & Physics
City College

I

have published three editions of
a textbook that is used to teach
writing pedagogy in graduate
schools across the country. I also
have an older textbook that is used
to teach reading and introduction
to literature classes. I do not have
experience with open access publishing and I received a flat fee for
all my textbook work which means
that I do not earn royalties.
That said, I am very much in favor of Option #2. Just so long as I receive attribution for my work, I am
happy to make my textbooks avail-

able for purposes of non-commercial
sharing and revision. Excerpts of
the writing pedagogy textbook are
already available on Google Books,
which seems to serve some of the
same purposes as Option #2.
Susan Naomi Bernstein
Assistant Professor of English
LaGuardia Community College

P

roposals #1 and #2 would be
disastrous for teachers and students alike. They…interfere with
academic freedom, interfere with
students’ ability to do accurate research, encourage plagiarism, downplay the value of books and original
research, destroy what educational
standards still exist, and discriminate against faculty. Text books will
become the new Wikipedia….
...Textbooks online are a terrible
idea, no matter how popular. Students have enough trouble learning how to do research using real
books and original sources without
cluttering the process by introducing the web – which is often, if not
usually, inaccurate....
...Messing around with an author’s material feeds into the tendency of students to treat the web as
accurate and encourages the “Virtual Reality” state in which many
students live. Life, television notwithstanding, is not virtual. There
are boundaries in the real world,
boundaries of time and place, that
have been seriously compromised
by the web. Many students have no
sense of history, and this negatively
affects their ability to learn – a situation that in large part has been fostered by the web....
Laurie Adams
Professor of Art History
John Jay

T

he issue of online publishing
is certainly fraught. Many research universities are attempting
to keep dissertations from being
published/made accessible online
because the idea is that if it is already there and available, no press
will want to pick up the revised
book version. This poses serious problems for the promotion of
scholars.
Open access publishing will
tend not to be counted by many of
our colleges and universities as
tenure-/promotion-worthy publication. We are responsible for publishing with academic, or at least
recognized professional presses,
and these presses have no interest
in publishing open access material.
Even though university presses
do not tend to make a great deal of
money (if any) on scholarly texts,
the market is clearly still there and
will continue to be there.
Jay Paul Gates
Assistant Professor of English
John Jay

I

came to CUNY after a long background in the computer industry,
and it seems to me that the “Free
and Open Source” software movement is the best model for this. Authors should have various options,
a choice of licenses, not a “one-size
constrains most” approach.
1) The BY License: This is the
best model for many projects, but
it doesn’t work for academics with
particularly well-established positions, who wouldn’t want lesser
minds tampering with their insights
and clarity of expression. Should
they be denied government support
even if they are willing to forgo personal income and make their work
freely available to others?
2) BYNCSA: Everyone loses here,
as the writer gets no money, nor
does anyone else. Why not allow
the option to incorporate it as a
public good into commercial products? Don’t the government and
the polity potentially stand to benhile I find the first two op- efit from the possibility of commertions attractive in their own cial investment making additional
ways, I can really only feel comfort- value possible? Let’s keep the comable with the third option. I think mercial use option open, BUT with
it is important for authors to retain strings attached, including making
creative control of their books, in- the original available freely and
providing full original
cluding textbooks.
The possibility that chang- Open-access attribution.
3) “No Derivatives”: A
es can be made only for non- publishing
lonely place to be, but if
profit use is still alarming.
you’re doing all the work
If this were the case, I think gets mixed
by yourself you maybe
we could see some non-profit reviews.
should have all the congroups editing textbooks
to serve their own agendas. What trol, like the Little Red Hen. The
could a creationist non-profit orga- question is whether you deserve
nization do with a textbook that cov- government support. By yourself
ers evolution? By editing a known you can already always make your
textbook rather than producing one work available for free and keep all
of their own, they could potentially the control over its use or commerproduce a creationist-themed text- cialization. The problem with subsibook which was appealing to school dizing this approach is that it locks
boards eager to placate the creation- in a cultural model that favors solo
ists but also hoping to appear to sup- work over collaborative work, and
port science in the classroom. At the in the end will stifle innovation. It is
very least, if textbooks are to be ed- little more than a new grant-giving
ited by anyone without the author’s mechanism and should be better
consent, a conspicuous note should addressed in that structure where
be included to protect the author’s peer review assures at least a modireputation for the revised content of cum of quality in exchange for the
public’s money.
the book.
Colin Grubel
Dave Britton
Graduate Assistant in Biology
Graduate Assistant in Psychology
Queens College & the Graduate Center
City College
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film review

The Class teaches real lessons
By LEONARD QUART
CSI & Graduate Center (emeritus)
& WILLIAM KORNBLUM
Graduate Center

L

aurent Cantet’s film The Class
is an emotionally powerful,
socially penetrating work that
raises trenchant questions about
the nature of teaching in public
schools. It also takes a closer look at the
charged subject of assimilation, a particularly volatile issue in a country like France
that has always promoted a unitary notion
of French culture in its schools.
The Class was awarded the Palme d’Or
at the Cannes Film Festival in 2008. A
2009 Oscar nominee for best foreign film,
the film has now been released in North
America on DVD.
Based on a best-selling autobiographical novel (Entre les murs) by François
Bégaudeau (a teacher of French of 10 years
standing), who plays the main character,
the film follows a trying year in the life of a
French schoolteacher working in a tough,
multicultural middle school in Paris’s 20th
arrondissement near Belleville.

striking
Cantet’s earlier, realist film Human
Resources (1999) examined both sides of an
ambiguous worker-management conflict
in a French factory. The Class is an equally
incisive and impartial view of teacher-student relations that is energized and given
striking authenticity by the performances
of the non-professional actors (students
themselves whom Cantet cast after holding
weekly workshops at a school) playing the
student characters in the film. It helps make
for the film’s quasi-documentary feel.
The film may disappoint some American
viewers, since we have become used to
facilely optimistic films about schools like
Stand and Deliver or Dangerous Minds. In
Stand and Deliver, for example, the math
teacher Jaime Escalante (Edward James
Olmos) performs miracles in a failing East
LA barrio high school. And though that film
is based on a true story, it feels artificial
and contrived – a film made more to convey
the triumph of the human spirit over adversity than to evoke the complexity of a real
school environment.

quotidian
The Class, however, is not the kind of film
that believes in teachers as saviors, nor
does it seek to inspire its audience about
the possibility of magical transformations
in the classroom. It centers on a smart,
sensitive teacher’s earnest but muddled
and slightly condescending attempt at educating 14- to 15-year-old students, most of
them immigrants from Africa, Asia or the
Caribbean. The students are often quietly
resentful or noisily rebellious. They come
from homes that are often economically disadvantaged and where French is not spoken
well or at all. There are also more advantaged, white students in the class, but a few
outspoken students from immigrant homes
dominate the classroom interaction.
The Class limits itself to a few settings –
the classroom, the teachers’ room, and the
outside courtyard where the students gossip

The Class follows a trying year in the life of a French schoolteacher working in a tough, multicultural middle school.
and play soccer. Paris neighborhood life is
alluded to, but remains unseen. A number
of the scenes are shot in real time, without
a virtuoso camera movement or angle to
be seen – the aim is verisimilitude, not an
expressive style. And the on-target dialogue,
which sounds improvised, was largely
written, although it changed radically as it
passed through the actor-students’ mouths.
“I’d listen to what the students said and then
incorporate their speech rhythms into the
script,” Cantet told The Guardian. “It was
obvious to me that the students would bring
a humor to the film, that they would be less
predictable than a professional actor who has
learned his lines and has all the technique.”
The Class’s narrative is built around the
quotidian. There are no students dealing
drugs, engaging in gang fights or getting
pregnant – and no romances or hidden emotional problems given to the teacher. The
film’s focus is on the daily dynamics of the
classroom, not on François’s private life. So
we learn nothing about his biography – his
interests, relationships and inner feelings
remain unexplored. His role as teacher is
central, and we only learn a bit about who he
is through his interaction with the students.

success & failure
François is intense and serious about his
job, and his fellow teachers, even the most
authoritarian, seem committed as well. The
failures of the school and the classroom in
The Class are not perceived to be a result
of an out-of-touch, cynical and incompetent
educational system. But François still must
struggle to reach a diverse group of students,
some of who can be sullen, inattentive or
defiant, while others are sharp and responsive. T-shirted, wry, flexible and tolerant,
he has some problems both in keeping order
and in reaching the more alienated students.
He has his successes, but also failures.
One extremely quiet student, who is seen
throughout the film twirling her hair (seemingly inhabiting an inner world far from the
classroom), comes up to him after the last
class session and poignantly says that she
“doesn’t understand what we do.” The film,
however, never suggests that there is some
brilliant teacher in the next classroom that
would reach every one of these students.
François has to deal with a number of difficult students like Esmeralda, who is attentive in class, but likes to cause trouble and
sarcastically wind people up. She and her
pal, the “insolent” and intelligent Khoumba,
continually give François a hard time. Some
of their behavior stems from the normal
rebelliousness of adolescence and the rest
from the gap between the language and
values of their world and the language Fran-

A movie without saviors or villains

çois brings to the classroom. They complain
about the names he uses in sample sentences
(why, they ask, is it always Bill or Bob, never
Aissata or Fatou?) and they consider some
of the French tenses he teaches to be archaic
and “bourgeois.” In their eyes he represents
the power structure, his experience far removed the “hood” where they live.
François’s most difficult student is from
Mali, Souleymane (Franck Keita) – whose
caring mother is illiterate and whose disrespectful behavior threatens to shatter the
fragile equilibrium in class. Souleymane –
who feels misunderstood: “I have nothing to
say about me because no one knows me but
me” – is ultimately expelled. But it occurs
only after François makes the grievous error
of getting embroiled in a conflict with two
students. Out of exasperation he calls them
an insulting name and foolishly extends the
argument with them into the courtyard.
François is an imperfect, flawed teacher,
but Cantet does not look for villains in

a charged educational situation, where
success is hard to realize. Even the most
antagonistic of his students are not malevolent, and all have their strengths as well as
their weaknesses. They are just adolescents
who deal with profound cultural conflicts
that cause them to act out and are hard to
resolve.

Balance
Cantet has made, arguably, the best film
about the dynamics of the classroom that we
have ever seen, and one that is also true to
the relations between teacher and student.
It raises larger questions about how one
teaches students from a variety of cultures,
insisting there is a common body of knowledge that must be learned, without, at the
same time, being insensitive to the class
and cultural values that students carry with
them when they enter the door. The Class is
always aware that to achieve that delicate
balance is a difficult feat.

first person

Adjuncts calmly greet
the new semester
By WENDY SCRIBNER
City Tech

F

riday so far: Had doctor’s appt.
this morning and was glad to
learn that my blood pressure is
now quite normal. Arrived home
to hear message from ESL coordinator at CUNY College A that my 3-credit
class (starting Monday night) was in danger of being canceled due to low enrollment.
A second message stated it was canceled,
but another class was available – however,
at a time that would be pretty impossible
for me. (Could I really get from CUNY College A to non-CUNY College B in fifteen
minutes? Maybe, but not worth the aggravation if the train was late.)

call...call again
Like the wife in Kate Chopin’s “Story
of an Hour,” I decided that this situation
wasn’t a disaster, but was really quite nice,
since I still had a 6-credit class at CUNY
College C and therefore could keep health
insurance and get one paid office hour.
Enjoyed thinking about only teaching 12
credits (six credits each at non-CUNY College B and CUNY College C) for a change.

Then called CUNY College A to tell coordinator having no courses at all was actually fine with me, but now she said English
Dept. hoped I could take a regular Freshman English class, either two evenings a
week, or once a week.
Thought about it for about thirty seconds, then had to pick, so picked the once
a week. Thought about preparing syllabus
(time spent preparing syllabus for previously assigned class is totally out the
window of course), but put it off for a while.
Then ESL coordinator called again and
begged me to take a second class on days
and times that were good for me. Thought
about it for another thirty seconds as she
begged me (she’s usually quite dignified,
exuding competence and confidence), and
decided to take it. (I’ve taught it before,
but new books are required which I’ll see
for the first time on the day the class first
meets.) Will get a second office hour – remember the additional 6 credits are no
problem since my CUNY College C class is
one 6-credit class.
Luckily, I don’t have to test my blood
pressure again soon. Hope you’re having a
similarly relaxing day and feel just as wellprepared!
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Health care reform fight
The outcome of the battle over
health care will affect coverage
for many Americans – and momentum for political change for
years to come. Go to the AFT’s
website www.unionvoice.org/
campaign/HCreform060809 to
send a letter urging Congress to
act. You can edit the letter if you
wish to stress the importance of
a public option – or voice support

for a single-payer plan, the choice
of 59% of Americans. (Both are
supported by the PSC.) Seventyeight progressive House members
have said a strong public option is
a requirement for real reform. Go
to the websites of Metro Health
Care Alliance (metrohealthcare.
org/index.html) or NYC for
Change (www.nycforchange.org)
to learn how you can get involved.
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psc priorities

Three new directions
By BARBARA BOWEN
PSC President

A

sk anyone on the CUNY faculty or staff about their workload, and you’ll get a similar
response. “It’s impossible to
give students the attention
they deserve when my classes are so overcrowded.” “The demand for publications for
promotion keeps rising, but with my teaching load, serious research is out of the question.” “The college president keeps adding
new initiatives and claiming credit for all
kinds of successes, but the truth is that faculty and staff are being required to spend
endless hours in make-work committees.”
“As an adjunct teaching three courses, I
get paid for one office hour a week, but I
spend many more hours – for which I am
completely unpaid – meeting individually
with students.” “Registration is counselors’
busiest time, and it used to occur twice a
year; now it’s virtually year round.”

The hidden cost of the chronic underfunding of CUNY is an unmanageable
workload for the faculty and staff. As
CUNY crams more and more students into
the University, partly in an attempt to recoup in tuition income what has been lost
in public funds, we are expected to do more
– for more – with less. We are experiencing
what industrial workers call “speed-up.”
And what speed-up at CUNY puts at risk,
the union is finding, is the quality of our
students’ education. You simply cannot give
40 students in a class the same level of individual attention you once gave to 25.
Tackling the connection between workload
and educational quality was the motivation
for the PSC’s project on workload, one of
three new directions taken by the union last
year. So far, the project has involved a series
of focus groups with members to discuss
workload and design of a University-wide
survey, to be circulated
in the spring. The issue is
clear: if we are serious about
protecting the quality of
education at CUNY – not to
mention the quality of our
own lives – we need to address workload. A survey
that offers the first comprehensive data on the subject
will be a powerful first step;
the next step will be to develop strategies for change.

workload
The workload initiative
comes out of a commitment
the union leadership made
last September when we
took a hard look at the political landscape and made a
plan. The PSC had just finished negotiating a strong
contract, and we knew that the growing
economic crisis would dominate the coming
year. Enforcement of the contract and preparation for the next round of bargaining are
always at the forefront of our agenda, and
this year the economy is likely to loom even
larger as we brace for a major budget crisis
for New York State. But we also saw an opportunity to embark on projects for structural change at CUNY, initiatives in line with
our belief that “another university is pos-

sible.” The three new projects that emerged,
including the one on workload, hold out
promise for changing some of the deep structures of the University. A second aims to stabilize a faculty workforce composed of more
than half contingent employees, and a third
takes on CUNY and race.

Stabilizing the Faculty Workforce
If excessive workload is the hidden cost of
underfunding at CUNY, the unmistakable
cost is the replacement of a full-time, tenured faculty with underpaid part-timers. In
the mid-1970s, when enrollment was about
as high as it is today, CUNY had nearly
5,000 more full-time faculty. CUNY management’s ill-conceived response to years of
budget-cutting was to save money on the
University’s core work – teaching – by underpaying a huge number of its faculty. In
the Spring 2009 semester, CUNY’s faculty
was 7,047 full-time and 8,794 part-time. You
wouldn’t know it from looking at the CUNY
ads on the subway, but the truth is that the
majority of CUNY faculty are part-timers.
And none of the nearly 9,000 teaching adjuncts has a guarantee that they will have a
job from one year to the next.
That means that thousands of our students
also have no guarantee that their instructor
will be available after the end of the semester
to write a recommendation, offer advice on
career choices or serve as a role model and
mentor. It means that many academic departments have to go through a time-consuming
hiring or re-hiring process every semester.
And it means that thousands of adjuncts cannot make a commitment to full participation
in the life of the University because they are
not paid to do so and never know when their
time at CUNY will end.
The initiative on stabilizing the faculty
workforce seeks, in a modest way, to address the issue of contingency for the
faculty. The problem is complex, involving
questions of selection and evaluation of adjuncts as well as the needs of departments
for some flexibility in course assignments.
But I am convinced that a better practice
can be developed, one that offers stability to
departments, dignity to the adjunct faculty
who have kept the University afloat in tough

times, and continuity of instruction to our
students. Working on a small number of
campuses, PSC activists are beginning to
discuss what that practice might be, and the
results of their work could have ramifications throughout CUNY and beyond.

CUNY and Race
The third initiative is in some ways the
most far-reaching, raising an issue that has
been right at the heart of debate about CUNY
almost since the University’s founding in
1848. The Executive Council has convened
an advisory group on CUNY and Race,
drawing on expertise on the subject among
scholars and activists at the University. The
project has a double focus: to investigate the
impact of racism and racial inequality within
the University and without – as a possible factor in the history of public funding for CUNY.
Is there a connection between the sharp
decline in CUNY funding after the mid-1970s
and the dramatic shift in CUNY’s student
population following the introduction of open
admissions in 1970? What are the patterns of
hiring, retention and promotion for faculty
and staff of color at CUNY? Should CUNY
hold itself to a higher standard than mere
compliance with affirmative action laws?
These are some of the questions posed
in the first stage of the project, which will
concentrate initially on patterns of hiring
and promotion at CUNY (for an overview of
those patterns, see pages 6 and 7). We seek
to discover the stories behind the statistics
and to explore what it would mean – intellectually, pedagogically, politically – to aim
for a faculty and staff that reflects the racial
and ethnic diversity of our students. Many
of us who work at CUNY chose to come here
because of a dream that an antiracist university was possible; in a small way, the union’s
project on CUNY and race pays homage to
that dream.
These three initiatives – workload, stability of the faculty workforce and race – have
deep roots; although they are focused on
measurable changes in the workplace, they
all arise from a willingness to reimagine
the University. Our chance of success will
be greatest if both the work and the aspiration are shared.

Another university is possible.

